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Using NLP to extract policy information from climate documents

• The volume of text-based information 
on climate policy is increasing. 

• NLP tools can distill information from 
text to inform climate policy.

• We seek to classify sentences in 
national climate action plans by topic, 
e.g., mitigation, adaptation, energy, 
land use, etc.

• Gold standard: use human-annotated 
sentences to train model. But human 
expert annotators are expensive.

• Our framework: exploit the header 
structure in the climate action plans 
to generate noisy topic labels.

• Train the BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) 
state-of-the-art NLP deep learning 
model using these noisy labels.

• Evaluate BERT performance against a 
heuristic bag-of-words classifier.

• Assess how well the BERT classifier 
agrees with untrained and trained 
human annotators.



Paris Agreement Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)



Words in HTML headers mapped to topics by climate experts

1. Extract all words from headers and 
tables. Words from top row or left 
column extracted manually from tables.

2. Create bag-of-words mapping between 
words found in headers and topic 
labels. e.g., ”land_use” ← “afolu | fires | 
forestry | forests | land | lulc | lulucf”

3. Link sentences from HTML paragraphs, 
lists and tables to topic labels keeping 
the most deeply nested label. In case of 
multiple labels choose the label with 
lower frequency.



BERT model trained and evaluated on 25,500 sentences

• The weakly labeled sentences were split 
into 80% training, 10% validation, and 
10% test sets.

• The BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) was 
trained and tested against the data.

• Training continued until validation loss 
increased for three consecutive epochs; 
the model with the lowest validation loss 
was selected.

• This model was then applied to the hold-
out test set of sentences to evaluate 
model skill (Table 2).



Evaluation of BERT prediction of weak labels relative to benchmarks

• We compared BERTBASE and SciBERT
transformer models to simple heuristics 
and human annotators (Table 3).

• Random randomly assigned labels to 
sentences with uniform distribution.

• Majority assigned the most common 
Strategy label to all sentences.

• The Contains heuristic assigned labels 
to sentences using the same bag-of-
words mapping used to generate the 
HTML header labels.

• Two human annotators, a Student and 
a climate policy Expert, annotated 600 
sentences from the test set by hand.

• The classifiers were all evaluated based 
on their ability to predict the weak 
HTML header-based labels.



Evaluation of BERT prediction of weak labels relative to benchmarks



Comparison of BERT and the Contains heuristic to human annotators

• Contains outperformed BERT in matching 
the Student sentence classifications        
(F1 of 0.40 and 0.28, respectively).

• BERT outperformed Contains in matching 
the Expert classifications (F1 of 0.32 and 
0.30, respectively).

• Student may have relied more heavily 
on subject words while Expert may 
have integrated more context.

• That BERT outperforms Contains in 
matching Expert annotation is 
promising, despite low skill scores.

• The F1 of 0.47 between Student and 
Expert classifications indicates a high 
level of ambiguity in sentence topics.

• In future work we will explore multi-
label classification and larger sets of 
(possibly hierarchical) subject topics. 
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Comparison of BERT and the Contains heuristic to human annotators



Comparison of BERT and the Contains heuristic to human annotators



Error analysis



Future research

Natural Language Processing

• Multiple topic labels may provide 
improvements over the single topics. 

• Multiple weak HTML header-derived 
labels could be used in training and 
BERT output layer weights could be 
evaluated against heuristic and 
human-labeled multi-labels using 
Jaccard similarity or other metrics.

• Here, topics and keywords were 
selected manually by climate experts. 
This task could be automated.

Climate Policy Evaluation

• Information from NDCs could be 
compared with country-level 
characteristics to investigate a number 
of policy questions.

• e.g., How do measures of GDP, energy 
intensity, or climate vulnerability 
compare to NLP-derived NDC 
characteristics?

• Are BERT-derived document 
characteristics more informative than 
simple word frequency metrics?



“Act as if the house is on fire 
because it is” – Greta Thunberg

“Climate change is a global problem” –
Pope Francis

“Climate change knows no borders” –
Angela Merkel, German Chancellor

“There is no planet B” –
Emmanuel Macron, French President

“I’m not denying climate change…” –
Donald Trump, former U.S. President

“Number one issue facing humanity” –
Joe Biden, U.S. President


